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An exactly solvable stochastic model for two interacting species with a prey-predator 
relationship in the presence of self-interaction is investigated. The parameters describing 
the interactions are assumed to be represented by a dichotomic Markov process. Explicit 
expressions are derived for the time development of the average of the logarithm of the 
population size in respect of each species and their asymptotic behaviours are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years there has been a growing concern for the preservation 
of ecological balance. As a result, interest in mathematical models for . 
populations with inter&ion between species has been on the increase. 
A variety of physical situations involves ome kind of interaction be- 
tween two or more species, as for example y,vhen there is competition 
between two species for a limited food supply or there is a prey-predator 
relationship in which one species is part of the food supply for another 
species. 
The study of the population dynamics of a pair of species having a 
prey-predator relationship was initiated by Lotka and Volterra. They 
proposed a set of rate equations with quadratic non-linearities describing 
the interaction. In the Lotka-Volterra (L-V) model it is postulated that 
the population of the prey labelled as ‘Species 1’ would grow exponential- 
* The author wishes to record his gratefulness to the re:eree for his suggestions and thanks 
DrXanwar Sen for encouragement. 
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ly in the absence of the predator labelled as ‘Species 2’ and the population 
of the prellator would decline exponentially in the absence of the prey. 
A deficiency of the L-V made1 is the neglect of the self-interaction among 
the members of each species. Taking into account this _aSpect, the modified 
L-V equations would be 
d RI’ = -9N2 +P2NSN2 #Z* 2 
2 
- Y2N2 l (2) 
These equations do not admit of an exact solution and hence the popula- 
tion sizes cannot be expressed as explicit functions of the time. Recently 
Gomatam [ 51 has suggested a deterministic mod21 for interacting species 
which, being exactly solvable, also shares the broad features of the L-V 
model. He generalizes the self-interaction te,rm in Gompertz’s equation 
so as to incorporate the interaction between two species and thus selves 
the equations 
$Nz” -a2_N2 + p2N2 log N, - 72N2 log N2 . (4) 
Here Ni is the population-size of the ifh species, ai are the rate constants 
in the absence of interaction, pi are the binary interaction constants and 
Ti are th>s self-interaction coefficients. In reality the basic mechanism and 
factors of population growth like the resources and vital rates - birth, 
death, immigration and emigration - change non-deterministically, thus 
necessitating the replacement of constant parameters in the equations 
by random variables. Using stochastic models of interacting populations 
the population growth has been investigated by several authors [ 1,3,4]. 
Recently Prajneshu [6] has investigated the stability of the mean of 
the logarithm of the population size of each of two interacting species 
in a random environment when self-interaction among the species is ab- 
seytt. In the prese*nt paper it is proposed to study the mean behaviour of 
the logarithm of the population-size for a system of interacting species 
described by equations (3) and (4) with parameters tochasticized in 
orcer to take account of the effect of fluctuating environment. If we 
consider a physical situation in which the random environmental f uc- 
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tuations do not occur with great rapidity in comparison with the time- 
scale of population growth, it is natural to assume that the stochastic 
parameters have finite correlation time. As for the parameters, pi and Ti 
are described by a dichotomic Markov process (DMP) and the parameters 
ayi are assumed to be characterized by a stationary stochastic process. 
2. Modified stochastic prey-predator equations 
The modified stochastic version of equations (3) and (4) to be con- 
sidered is 
$X,(t) = al(t) - 3Jt)X2(0 - rr(t) X,(t) 9 (5) 
(6) 
where Xi(t) = log Ni(t), i = 1, 2. 
The stochastic driving term &i(t) can be split as 
cri(t) = ai* + pi (t) (7) 
where aio is a constant and Si(t) is a stationary stochastic process with 
zero mean. 
The stochastic parameters Pi(t) and ri(t) can be expressed as 
P,(t) =P,~Bl +EiA(t)], i= 1, 2. 6) 
ri(t) = Rio [ 1 + ~i+2 A( ~~1, i = 1, 2 . (9) I 
where pi0 and yio are constants and the ci’s are also constants blut positive. 
A(t) is assumed to be a DMP [2] defined as a two-valued stepwise con- 
stant Markov process with equiprobable values + 1 and - 1 and transit& 
probabilities (for t2 > tl) 
:‘[A@,) = +l I A(t,) = -f- 1) = (A(t,) = - 1 I A(t,) = -- 1) 
= i [ 1 + e-v(t*-tl)]‘ 
‘(A(t,)=+l 1 A(t,)=-1) = {L(t,) =-1 IA(t,)=+l} 
= .I[ 1 _ e-v(t2-f1)] 
Here l/z~ is the correlation time. 
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For a DMP, WF: have 
[A@;)] := 0, A’(i) == 1 f 
(10) 
Ef A(t,) A(t,)l = e+ltl -Q 
Also the closure property holds exactly, i.e. if # {A(-)} is a functional of 
the process involving only times pr. or to t,, then 
3. Averages of thus fogarithms of the populatiolns 
Using (‘7), (8) and (9), equations (5) ;ind (6) ca.n be written in matrix 
form: 
+X(t) == AX(t) + A(t)BX( t) + R(t) (12) 
where 
- 
X(t) = 
P 10 , 
-720 I 
B= 
-‘3710 -5 010 
3 
I 
E2@20 -+4720 
R(t)=[ ;;;o]+[ !;‘:t,]: 
2 
This has the solution 
x(t) R= &x(O) -I- j &+ C’ A(t')BX(t', dt’ 
3 
t (‘-t’)R(tt) &’ . 
I Mating, 
(0) -I- j dt’ &(f-f3 ,! 
0 
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+ s ” &‘-t”B r\(t”)BX(t”) &” + j &(t’-t”)R(tr)-jt”] 
0 0 
-e t &tf- ‘r’R(t’) dt’ . s 
0 
Taking the ensemble averages, we get 
E[x(t)] = &‘X(o) + j dt' e-- t’)B( f E[ A(t) A(t”) &(r’-f”>BX(t”)] dr” 
0 t 
+ j &tf’- “I’ E[A(t') R(f)] dt”) 3 1 &(t-t’) E[R(t’)] dt’ _ (13) 
0 0 
Here we have used the results 
NW1 = 0, E[R(t)] = a10 
[ 1 -20 =R, ¶
say. Assume A(t) and R(t) to be uncorrelated, so that 
E[A(t’) R(t”)] = 0 . 
Using this and (12) in (13), we are led to 
E[ X(t)] = &‘X(O) + j@+ t’) B@(t’) dt’ 
0 
+ t &ff- 0 R,dt’ , s 
0 
wherx 
I 1 
@W = 1 e(A -Vl)( t’- t”) B 
0 
Taking Laplace transforms, (14) and (15) yield respectively 
[x(s)] = [sI- Al-l [X(O) + B&s) -I- Ro/s] , 
(14) 
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whence 
{d-A -B[(s+v~I--A]-~~B)E[X(S)] =X(O)+R,/s. (16) 
Now writing 
D = (s + ;v + vlo) (s + ZJ + y2& + PI0 flzo 1 
it is seen that 
rs+v-k~20 
[(s+v)I-AA]-1 -$i - 10 P p 
20 1 s+v+71(3 l 
Using the value of ,B from (1 a), Iwe get 
B[(s + v)+-- Al-‘B =;[Lz ;2;], 
1122 = - El E2PlOP2& + v + r2,$ + “1 q31(+320r20 
+ ~2%~10~20~‘20 + f$$f)(S + v + Tl()) l 
Writing 
F:= (8 + ‘ylo -P@)(S + 75) --- c122/1))+ (PlO - P&O(P20 +c12p9 
we find that 
{sI-A-B[(s+v+A]-~B).-~=F-” 
3 + 73) - cL22D -Pl() + P@ 
p +p /D 
20 21 
1 s + 710 - PllD l 
(17) 
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Also 
From (16), (17) and (18), we have 
- CP 10 - P@l W,(O) - a2,/sH WV 
and 
+ iP2* + P,l /m cx,m + “10 /s) I l (20) 
E[X,(t)] and E&(t)] are respectively the inverse Laplace transform of 
(I 19) and (20), and their evaluation is laborious. Equations ( P 9) and (20) 
,&e the values of E[&(s)] and E& (s)] for different magnitudes of 
stochastic parametric perturbations. The results for the case when these 
perturbation terms are the same follow on putting e1 t= e2 = e3 = c4 = e, 
say. Then pii simplify to c(ii, as given below: 
4240 = e2 KS + WY,0 + 720) + Pl(+$O + ~10~201 = -h/P20 
E(22 =~2PY$-J(s+~+y10) -Pl&& +v - Y&l - 
4. Discmsion of the stability of a delta=comeIated stochastic process 
In co.qtrast to the situation envisaged towards the end of Section 1, 
we consider a physical situation in which the environmental changes UC- 
cur with great rapidity as compared to the time-scale: of population 
growth and consequently we tak:e the random fluctuations due to them 
to be delta-correlated. This o ct is achieved by taking the process A(t) 
occurring in (8) and (9) to b lta-correlate3 and the corresponding re- 
sults can be obtained in the Bimit of infini esimally short correlation 
time. TO this end we let Ei and v + 00 SUCK that $/v + Ci, i = 1, 2, 3,4. 
Then the autocorrelatlon function 
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AlSO 
where 
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d= -cc’ . 
Let 
tx,P=&-(u+b)-s a - b)2 - 4d] . 
Taking the inverse Laplace transforms of (23) and (24j1, 
balo - ca2o 
E&(0] = cup + 
(a + b) {q(O) + a lo I+ t+.x2(0) - a20 3 
-- -_ 
(N(Q - P, 
t+ 
+ 
(P + b) W,(.O) + qoj + cV~,(O) - 0~~1 ept 
-__-I___ 
p(P - a) 9 
(25) 
“cwlo - acu20 + 
W,(Ol = - ap 
b + 4 CQX2(0) + C’(LyX~(O) + Q-) j 
da - P) 
eat 
+ 
(P + 4 W,(O) - “2oj+ c’ Cpx,(O) + qf)j 
P(P -- 4 
cot . (26) 
A. We consider the following three cases: 
Let S2 = (a - b)2 - 4d. 
Case 1: 62 - - k2 # 0, where k is real. Then a, fl= ---:(a + b) + 3 ki. 
For asymptotically large times, E[X,(t)] and E[X2(t)] are unstable for 
rll + b < 0. When a + b is zero, these expected values depict an oscil18atory 
behaviour with period 2n/k. For a + b > 0, they exhibit damped oscilla- 
tions and eventually tend to stable values. The deterministic ase as dis- 
cussed by Gomatam [ 53 is easily obtained by putting ci = 0. 
Case 2: a2 = 0. Then CY =p - --:(a + b) and (23) and (24) can be re- 
written as 
and 
E@(s)1 = MS + b) WI(O) + aI0) + c(sXz(o) - CQ~~]/S(S - CX)~, 
(27) 
E[X2(s)l = [(s + a) (sX2(0) - cwzo j -t c'(sX1(0) + a,,)]/s(s - CY)~. 
(2f3) 
The inverse Laplace transforms provide 
IX,(t)1 = halo - car20 + [X,(0)a2 - bqO + ct~t~~] Pf + 
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+ [(a +b){aX,(O) + alo) +c(a!X2(0) - at20)]ateaf, 
(29) 
(w2 E[X,(t)] = c’qo - a4x20 + [X,(O) a2 - c’q,) + acr2J eat 
+ [(ar + a) {aX2(0) - ar2(3 +c’(crXl(0) + LYLE)] de? 
Cm 
For large times, these become stable or unstable according as a + b > or 
< 0. 
If a + b = 0, then (27) and (28) reduce to 
E[X,(s)] = s -3Ks d- b){sX,(O) + “I*]+ &X2(0) - "'y2*11 9 
E:[X2(S)I = r3[(s + a){sX2(0) - a2*) + c’{sX,(O) + Q)] . 
Consequently, 
depicting instability as t + 00. 
&se3:62=k2,wherek>0.Thencw,P=-~(a+b)~$. 
Hence as t 4~ w9 E[X,(t)] and E[X2(t)] become stable or unstable ac- 
cording as a + b > or < k. 
B (Special Case). The criteria derived in the above three cases can be ex- 
pressed in terms of the original parameters ci, fljO and Tag, but the results 
are cumberscxne. However, t-hey simplify a gcod deal in the special case 
c2 =59 c4 = c39 720 = 710 
or, in other words, when E[vr(t)] =: E[r2(t)] and for large Y, ef - ei = 
= O(V) = E.; -- e$ Then 
cl = --CC’ = PloP20CW~lcf3)Y~~ - O2 . 
Hence52=-4d<0. 
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Now 62 < 0 and for asymptotically large times we have the fobbing 
conclusions: 
(i)If4z=ylo- cs~& + et&&-, < 0, then E[X&t)] are unstable. 
(ii) If a = 0, then E[Xi(t)] depict oscillatory behaviour with period 
~/cdu4&)) 1 WC, c3) Yl() - 11) 9 
(iii) If a >r 0, then E[X,(t)] exiribits damped oscillations tending to 
the stable value 
Similar behaviour i:: depicted by E[X2(t)] and the stable value can be ob- 
tained from the above by the interchanges arlo 
Case 2: 2&c1c3 jrlo = 1, so that 62 = 0. 
- - cwzo and p10 ++ --/320. 
For asymptotically large times, we have the following conclusions: 
(i) If a < 0, then E[Xi(t)l are unstable. 
(ii) If a = 0, then 
W,W = X,(O) + alo c 
both depicting instability. 
JE[X,(t)l = X,(O) - a+ I, 
(iii) If a > 0, then E[X,(t)&, and -E[X2(t)]/arZ0 tend without oscil- 
lations to .the stable value 
(Y 10 - c34-J + q31ap2&1 l 
C. If the system described by equations (5) and (6) is stable, then from 
(21) and (22), the asymptotic behaviours for large times in the case of 
a delta-correlated process are 
EK, WI = ;:. sE[@Il 
[X,(=91 = (C’Q - aa2&l/(ab + d) . (32) 
The results in the uti)c,ence of self-interaction can be obtained cf. [6], 
on putting ylo = 0 = yzo in (3 1) and (32) yielding 
W,Wl = h+f2)9(-) + 4P2*llE1 +c~c2I3&,1~ (33) 
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Thus in the absence of self-interaction, E[X,(t)] and E&X2(t)] tend to 
stable values for asymptotic large tii.mes whereas in the deterministic 
case [ 51, X,(t) and X,(t) exlhibit an oscillatory behaviour. The stability 
is, in fact, a consequence of stochastis parametric perturbations. 
Finally, we note that with self-interaction terms present, the deter- 
ministic case is always stable (for ynO, 720 > 0, the usual assumption for 
self-limiting populations), whereas the stochastic ase can be showln to 
be capable of unstable behaviour with rlo, 720 > 0 but c3 and/or c4 suf- 
. kiently krge. Thus it woulld appea:r that instability may also be a conse- 
quence of stochastic parameter variations. 
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